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Abstract Flying insects encounter turbulent environments, where chemotaxis along a10

concentration gradient makes little sense. Detection of the onset and offset of discrete odor11

pulses is then expected to become crucial for navigation, but it is not well understood how the12

olfactory system encodes the offset of the odor pulse. Previous works indicated that the duration13

of a male moth olfactory receptor neuron’s (ORN) spike firing response to pheromone stimuli14

greatly exceeds the pulse duration. However, these works were based on imprecise odor delivery15

systems. We built an odor delivery system capable of delivering much sharper pheromone16

stimuli. The stimuli evoked ORN firing responses that faithfully tracked the stimulus duration,17

provided the stimulus lasted at least 200ms. A transient inhibition marked the termination of18

such stimuli. Shorter stimuli produced a firing response exceeding the stimulus duration. The19

response shapes could be explained by adaptation of the ORN on only two time scales. With20

simulations, we showed that the observed limits in stimulus offset detection propagate to the21

antennal lobe and are likely to be behaviorally significant. Our results increase the understanding22

of the mechanisms necessary for male moths to navigate through pheromone plumes.23

24

Introduction25

Flying insects heavily rely on olfactory cues to search for their mating partner, food and oviposition26

sites. The turbulent airflowbreaks the odor signal, e.g., sex pheromone froma female, into pockets27

containing odor and pockets with clean air. A male moth searching for a mating partner can then28

encounter pockets with high concentration of pheromone even at large distances from the female29

(Jones, 1983; Murlis et al., 2000; Justus et al., 2002; Celani et al., 2014). The odor plume does not30

form a continuous gradient pointing to its source and obtaining a reliable concentration average31

would take too long for flying insects to efficiently track odor plumes. Instead, the insect has to32

implement different searching strategies, such as an upwind surge during an odor encounter and33

cast, crosswind flight without progressing upwind, when the odor signal is lost (Willis and Baker,34

1984; Vickers and Baker, 1994; Kennedy, 1983; van Breugel and Dickinson, 2014; Cardé, 2021). This35

searching strategy requires the insect to reliably detect the onset and offset of the odor pocket.36

The olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) typically respond to the odor onset by a fast and intense37

action potential firing activity. On the other hand, ORNs were not always observed to stop rapidly38

the firing activity after the odor offset. For example, pheromone sensitive ORNs in moths have39

been considered to terminate their response very slowly (Kaissling et al., 1989; Jarriault et al.,40

2010; Grémiaux et al., 2012; Rospars et al., 2014; Tuckman et al., 2021a,b). The apparent inability41

to detect the pheromone stimulus offset by moth ORNs is very surprising, given that male moths42
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are extremely sensitive to the sex pheromone of their conspecific females (Kaissling and Pries-43

ner, 1970; Mayer and Mankin, 1990; Angioy et al., 2003; Kaissling, 2009), they exhibit a rich and44

complex repertoire of maneuvers when navigating pheromone plumes (Willis et al., 2013; Vick-45

ers, 2006; Cardé, 2021), can successfully track female pheromone plumes at large distances (Cardé46

and Charlton, 1984; Elkinton et al., 1987; Shorey, 1976; Wall and Perry, 1987) and their olfactory47

system has been shown to be very efficient (Kostal et al., 2008; Levakova et al., 2018). The most48

detailed studies that have attempted to link the odor plume structure with orientation behavior in49

terrestrial animals are from plume tracking behavior of male moths to female sex pheromone. A50

driving ambition of this long studied model was the use of insect sex pheromones in pest manage-51

ment (Witzgall et al., 2010). These studies are also a source for bioinspired navigation models and52

biohybrid odor-seeking robots (Ando et al., 2013;Martinez et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2020).53

It has been suggested that the slow termination of ORN response depends on the physiochemi-54

cal properties of the odorantmolecules and their interaction with the odor delivery device surfaces55

(Martelli et al., 2013). Moth pheromone molecules have a relatively low volatility, as indicated by56

their low vapor pressure (Olsson et al., 1983) and when used as olfactory stimuli they are likely to57

exhibit slower dynamics, compared to more volatile compounds. Therefore, we investigated if the58

slow response termination is a physiological property of ORNs and is important for encoding, or if59

it is an artefact caused by interactions of pheromone molecules with the odor delivery device.60

The analysis of the dynamics of odor coding requires either monitoring or controlling the tem-61

poral resolution of odor stimuli. Monitoring the odor stimulus can be done with a photo-ionization62

detector (PID) with high temporal resolution (Justus et al., 2002). Unfortunately, common moth63

pheromones cannot be detected by a PID, because their ionization energies are too high for the64

PID lamp. Proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometers (PTR-MS) canmonitor the dynamic of odor65

plumes (Riffell et al., 2014), including pheromone plumes. However, the sensitivity of PTR-MS re-66

mains too low to monitor pheromone stimuli at physiological concentrations. Therefore, we devel-67

oped a new odor delivery device to better control the stimulus dynamics.68

With our new odor delivery system we observed a tri-phasic pattern in the ORN responses69

from the moth species Agrotis ipsilon and Spodoptera littoralis, consisting of an excitatory response70

at the stimulus onset, inhibitory phase at the stimulus offset and a less intense excitatory activ-71

ity (rebound activity) following the inhibitory phase. This is in contrast to the widely held belief72

that responses to pheromone in moth ORNs terminate very slowly and is in fact reminiscent of73

the projection neuron’s (PN) response profile. Yet, when ORNs were subjected to short stimuli,74

the inhibitory phase disappeared and the response consisted of a single long-lasting burst that75

significantly exceeded the stimulus duration.76

The observed qualitative differences in the response, i.e., mono-phasic response to short stim-77

uli and tri-phasic response to long stimuli, point to slow adaptation of the ORNs. In order to asses78

the slow adaptation process, we had to isolate the ORN processing capabilities from the dynamics79

of the odor delivery. To this end, we measured the local field potential (LFP) in the sensilla, which80

is tightly correlated with the depolarizing current entering the ORN. Recording both the LFP and81

the firing response allows to study independently the transduction processes leading to the gen-82

eration of the receptor current and how the spike generating mechanism in the soma responds83

to this current (Nagel and Wilson, 2011). We performed an optimization procedure which allowed84

us to narrow down the adaptation processes to only two time-scales, providing novel insights into85

the possible mechanisms leading to the adaptation.86

Results87

New odor delivery device improves the speed of odor onset and offset88

A common type of odor delivery device in insect olfactory studies consists of Pasteur pipettes con-89

taining a filter paper loaded with one of the odors/doses to test. An electrovalve (EV) redirects an90

airstream through the pipette, the small tip of which is introduced into a hole on the side of a glass91
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tube that bathes the insect antenna with a constant humidified and filtered air-stream (Montagné92

et al., 2012). However, the time constants of rising and falling odor concentrations at the onset and93

offset of the stimulus can be very long, depending on the physicochemical properties of the odor-94

ant (Vetter et al., 2006; Martelli et al., 2013; Gorur-Shandilya et al., 2019). First, odors are sticky95

and adsorption / desorption on surfaces contributes to low-pass filtering of the stimulus dynamics96

as the odors travels along the tube. Next, the temporal structure of the odor stimuli disintegrates97

within 10–20 mm from the exit of the odor stimulus device when the airflow is no more restrained98

within a tubing.99

We built an odor delivery device in which we ensured that the effects of odor molecules inter-100

acting with surfaces haveminimal effect on the dynamics of the delivered stimulus. The insect was101

placed directly in front of an electrovalve controlling the odorant supply (Figure 1–Figure Supple-102

ment 2). We tested with linalool (due to its low volatility) that the odor delivery device is capable103

of delivering sharp and short odor pulses (Figure 1A). Adding a glass tube between the PID and104

the electrovalve (15 cm length, 1 cm diameter) resulted in much slower PID responses and short105

stimuli evoked only very little response (Figure 1B).106

Using more volatile compounds (linalool, 𝛼-pinene) resulted in sharper PID responses (Fig-107

ure 1C). We suspected that the slowdown of the response dynamics with linalool is not a property108

of the odor delivery device, but of the PID. To verify this, we performed an experiment where we109

completely cut off the odor delivery device from the PID by inserting a plastic barrier between them110

during the stimulation. The time course of the PID response offset remained slow (Figure 1D). Al-111

though the observed PID response offset was slightly faster in the first 500ms after the stimulus112

termination in the experiment with using the plastic barrier, after 500ms the sustained response113

was identical (Figure 1E-J), indicating that the observed slow dynamics of the response and the long114

lasting response are mostly a property of the PID and not of the odor delivery device. Possibly the115

odorant molecules adhere to the surface of the PID and thus slow down their onset and offset116

detection by the PID. Therefore, we conclude that it is risky to use PID signal as a proxy for odor117

concentration and the physiochemical properties of the used odorant need to be considered.118

Moth ORN response shape tracks odor pulse durations119

We presented the pheromone sensitive ORNs of A. ipsilon with stimuli of different durations (3ms,120

5ms, 10ms, 20ms, 50ms, 100ms, 200ms, 500ms, 1 s, 2 s, 5 s) of 100pg dose. The neurons re-121

sponded by intense firing activity, reaching its peak approximately 20ms to 50ms after the stim-122

ulus onset, regardless of the stimulus duration. The time course of the response changed qual-123

itatively with the stimulus duration (Figure 2A-B). For a stimulus duration below 100ms the neu-124

rons continued firing for around 100ms after the stimulus offset, while slowly returning to their125

spontaneous activity (Figure 2C-D). For stimuli longer than 200ms the firing response terminated126

sharply with the stimulus offset. The firing response was then followed by an inhibitory phase,127

lasting approximately 300ms (Figure 2E). During the inhibitory phase (interval 100ms to 400ms128

after the firing response termination) the firing activity was significantly suppressed, compared to129

the activity that followed (rebound phase, measured as the activity in the period 1 s to 3 s after130

the firing response termination). The rebound activity increases with stimulus duration, making131

the inhibitory phase more pronounced and indicating that two opposing processes are at play132

(Figure 2F). A mono-phasic response to short stimuli and inhibitory phase after long stimuli were133

also observed with higher (1 ng) and lower (10pg) pheromone doses (Figure 3A-B). Moreover, in134

the dose range 10pg to 1ng the shape of the firing profile is mostly independent of pheromone135

concentration (Figure 3C), a property that has been illustrated on DrosophilaORNs only with highly136

volatile odors and may help intensity invariant odor identity coding (Martelli et al., 2013). We also137

saw the same response patternswith theORNs of S. littoralis (Figure 2–Figure Supplement 1). These138

results lead us to the conclusion that the previously reported sustained pheromone responses of139

the moth ORNs are an artefact caused by interactions of the odor molecules with the tubing of140

the odor delivery device and should not occur in the nature when the moth is flying sufficiently far141
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Figure 1. New odor delivery device can deliver square stimuli. A:We verified with PID response to acetone that the odor delivery device iscapable of delivering sharp and short odor pulses. On the contrary, adding a 15 cm glass tube after the valve produces responses which aremuch less sharp and short stimuli (up to 200ms) evoke very little PID response or no response at all (B, we used pure linalool instead of 10%dilution to compensate for airflow mixing in the glass tube). C:More volatile compounds produce sharper PID responses. D: Shaded areaindicates linalool stimulation. Approximately 2.8 s after the stimulus onset a plastic barrier was dropped between the PID and the odor deliverydevice to prevent any odor molecules from the odor delivery device from reaching the PID. The offset of the PID signal remained slow. E:Wedropped the barrier at different times after the stimulus onset. The longer the stimulus was, the slower was the PID response offset. Weobserved the same pattern when we used our odor delivery device to deliver stimuli of different durations (F). G-J:We compared the value(averaged in a 20ms window) of the PID at different times after the stimulus offset to its peak value. 0.5 s after the stimulus termination thesustained signal is the same regardless of whether stimulus was terminated regularly (with the electrovalve) or mid-odor delivery with a plasticbarrier. This shows that most of the slow dynamics observed with the PID are due to the properties of the PID and not the odor delivery device.All PID responses in the figure were filtered with 49Hz 2-pole Butterworth lowpass filter to remove noise.
Figure 1–Figure supplement 1. Schematics of the developed odor delivery device.
Figure 1–Figure supplement 2. Testing of equilibration times and source stability.

away from any surfaces that could release previously adsorbed pheromone molecules.142

Flying insects use both olfactory and mechanosensory input (from wind speed) to track odor143

plumes. Antennal lobe neurons integrate both sensory inputs (Tuckman et al., 2021a,b). The detec-144

tion of mechanosensory information in insect antennae is attributed primarily to Johnston’s organ145

and Böhm’s bristles in the pedicel of the antenna (Budick et al., 2007; Sane et al., 2007; Dieudonné146

et al., 2014). However, it was recently proposed in the honeybee that mechanosensory signals can147

also be transduced by olfactory sensilla on the antenna, with changes of sensilla position poten-148

tially modulating ORN responses (Tiraboschi et al., 2021). To verify that the observed response149

pattern is not an artefact caused by change in the mechanical pressure at the stimulus offset, we150

performed recordings where we maintained constant mechanical pressure throughout odor stim-151

uli by delivering odorless air with an electrovalve in opposing phase to the valve controlling the152

odor delivery. With this setting, we still observed the tri-phasic response pattern (Figure 2–Figure153

Supplement 2).154

We still observed some sustained activity long after the stimulus end, with onset after the in-155

hibitory phase. The intensity of the activity increased both with duration and dose of the stimu-156

lus (Figure 3B) and could last more than 15min (Figure 2–Figure Supplement 3). Our new setup157
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Figure 2. Different stimulus durations produce qualitatively different response terminations. A: Representative voltage traces inresponse to 20ms, 200ms and 2 s stimuli. B: Firing responses of the ORNs to stimuli of different durations. Thin lines represent responses ofindividual neurons, thick line is the average response across all measured neurons (blue area indicates the stimulus period, N=21-23 sensilla).
C: Raster plots of the spike trains, aligned at the stimulus offset. Responses to stimuli 100ms and shorter continue after the stimulus offset,while the ends of responses to longer stimuli coincide with the stimulus offset. The red vertical line represents the point in time where 50%of the ORNs’ responses finished (see Materials and methods). D: Box-plot of how much the response ends exceed the stimulus duration.Color-coded is the stimulus duration, same as in B. E: Raster plots aligned to the median response end. We compared the firing rates in thered filled area (0.1 s to 0.4 s after the response end) with the firing rates in the green filled area (1 s to 3 s after the response end) to evaluatethe contrast between the inhibitory phase and the rebound activity, as shown in F (top panel: firing rate during inhibitory / rebound phase,bottom panel: difference between the rebound and inhibitory activity; stars indicate Wilcoxon rank test significance levels).
Figure 2–Figure supplement 1. Response patterns of Spodoptera littoralis.
Figure 2–Figure supplement 2. Control experiment with compensating airflow.
Figure 2–Figure supplement 3. Sustained firing activity measured over long periods.
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Figure 3. Response properties are maintained with different odor doses. A: Raster plots aligned to the stimulustermination, as in Figure 2C, but with different odorant doses (N=52-57 sensilla). For all doses the spiking response exceedsthe short (20ms) stimulus but terminates rapidly with the longer stimulus (2 s). B: The equivalent of Figure 2F for differentodorant doses. With all tested doses the neurons exhibited the transient inhibition after the 200ms and 2 s stimuli. C: Firingrate shapes normalized to the peak for different stimulus durations and doses. The general shape is independent of theodorant dose. The black bar indicates the stimulus presence.

strongly reduces the surface where odor molecules can adsorb and then desorb and stimulate158

the antenna, therefore we conclude that the sustained response has a physiological origin, e.g.,159

pheromone molecules adhering to the sensilla.160

Rapid response termination stems from slow spike frequency adaptation161

We recorded the LFP simultaneously with the firing activity in response to 20ms, 200ms and 2 s162

stimuli (dose 1ng). The LFP shape reflects the depolarizing current flowing from the sensillar lymph163

into the neuron (with a multicompartmental model of the ORN we estimated that the LFP corre-164

sponds to the depolarizing current filtered with exponential kernel with 10ms decay, Figure 4–165

Figure Supplement 1). After the stimulus onset, the LFP decreases (downward deflection of the166

LFP signal) due to positive charge flowing from the sensillar lymph into the ORN (exciting the neu-167

ron; the amplitude of the LFP deflection is correlated with the peak firing rate; Figure 5–Figure168

Supplement 1B). The LFP typically exhibits some level of adaptation (upward deflection) followed169

by an additional downward deflection (Figure 4A-D). Shortly after the stimulus offset (within 10ms)170

the LFP starts increasing, signifying a decrease in the depolarizing current. After an initial rapid in-171

crease, the LFP continues to slowly increase towards the level before the stimulus. This can be172

either due to a different, slower, signalling pathway or some of the odor molecules can be slowed173

down by first adhering to the sensilla, before eventually reaching the odor receptors.174

The transiency of the firing rate indicates that the firing rate responds to the slope of the depo-175
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larizing current, as previously observed in Drosophila (Nagel and Wilson, 2011). However, depen-176

dency purely on the LFP and its slope cannot fully explain the shape of the firing rate. Particularly,177

the average LFP response to 200ms and 2 s is nearly identical in the period 50ms before stimulus178

termination to 100ms after stimulus termination, but the decreased firing rate indicates that the179

spike generating mechanism is clearly more adapted after 2 s stimulation (Figure 5E). The compar-180

ison of LFP to firing rate transformation between the response to 20ms and the longer stimuli is181

not straightforward due to the weaker LFP response evoked by the 20ms stimulus. To facilitate182

the comparison we shifted the responses by 50ms, so that the LFP decay after 20ms stimulation183

closely follows the LFP decay after 200ms stimulation, while the firing rate is significantly higher184

(Figure 5A). These results illustrate a clear dependence of the firing activity on the ORN’s history.185

Figure 4. Firing rate depends on the history of the input. A-C: Raw recordings of a single ORN’s response tothree different stimulus durations. D: LFP responses averaged over 26 sensilla. Note that in response to the 2 sstimulus, LFP first increases after the initial decrease, indicating receptor adaptation and after continues todecrease again. This is apparent also in C. E: LFP (top) and average firing rate (bottom) aligned at the stimulustermination. The LFP after the stimulus offset is identical for the 200ms and 2 s stimulus, yet their firing ratesare dramatically different. The dashed blue lines indicate the response to the 20ms stimulus, but shifted by50ms. Then the LFP time course after the stimulus offset is identical with the 200ms stimulus, but the firingrates again greatly differ.
Figure 4–Figure supplement 1. Multicompartmental ORN model
Figure 4–Figure supplement 2. Heterogeneity of ORN responses
Figure 4–Figure supplement 3. LFP recordings with TTX

To formalize our claim we used a linear-nonlinear model to predict the firing rate from the LFP186

(Figure 5A):187

𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑁((𝐾𝑓 ∗ LFP)(𝑡)). (1)
The linear kernel𝐾𝑓 is composed ofmultiple gamma distribution-shaped kernels (Gorur-Shandilya
et al., 2017; Jayaram et al., 2022) and a 𝛿-function, therefore the convolution can be equivalently
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Figure 5. Slow spike-frequency adaptation is necessary to reproduce the ORNs’ behavior. A: Illustration of the firing rate prediction process.The LFP was filtered with two different exponential kernels with time constants 𝜏1 and 𝜏2. Linear combination of the filtered values and the LFP,followed by a rectifying non-linearity, provides a prediction of the firing rate. This process is equivalent to directly convoluting the LFP with a linearfilter composed of two exponential kernels and a 𝛿-function. B: Values of the optimal coefficients for all the fitted neurons. Points are color codedby ORNs. C-E: Predictions of the firing rate with and without the slow (800ms) component. Predictions with the full filter closely match theempirical firing rate (dashed black line). The reduced filter predicts well the responses to short stimuli, but fails to predict the response to the 2 sstimulus.
Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. Distributions of filter coefficients and their effect on spike firing properties
Figure 5–Figure supplement 2. Selection of filter time constants
Figure 5–Figure supplement 3. Firing rate prediction using odor transduction model

expressed as
𝐾𝑓 ∗ LFP(𝑡) = 𝑐0 ⋅ LFP(𝑡) +

𝑛
∑

𝑘=1
𝑐𝑘 ⋅ (𝑔𝑘 ∗ LFP)(𝑡) (2)

𝑔𝑘(𝑡) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

1
Γ(𝛼𝑘)𝜏

𝛼𝑘
𝑘
𝑡𝛼𝑘−1𝑒−

𝑡
𝜏𝑘 𝑡 ≥ 0,

0 𝑡 < 0,
(3)

where 𝑐𝑘 are the linear combination coefficients and 𝜏𝑘 are the time scales 𝛼𝑘 ≥ 1 are the shapes of188

the gamma distributions. 𝑁 is a rectifying nonlinearity (𝑁(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥)). Using lasso regression,189

we found that the firing rate can be reliably predicted from the LFP using only two time scales:190

40ms and 800ms and the unfiltered LFP (see Materials and methods and Figure 5–Figure Supple-191

ment 2 for details, note that the LFP provides a low-pass filtered representation of the depolarizing192

current).193

We fitted the coefficients 𝑐𝑘 to a 2 s stimulus (and the preceding 1 s of spontaneous activity)194

individually to each of 26 different neuron recordings by minimizing the square error between the195

prediction and the observed firing rate. The average values of the coefficients were 𝑐0 = −95.4,196

𝑐1 = 71.7, 𝑐2 = 20.4 (the coefficient distributions and their mutual dependence is shown in Figure 5B197
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and Figure 5–Figure Supplement 1A). The signs indicate that the neurons respond rapidly to LFP198

deflection by firing activity (𝑐0 < 0), which is then attenuated by adaptation on two different time199

scales (𝑐𝑘 > 0, 𝑘 ≥ 1). The ratio 𝑐1+𝑐2
𝑐0

is negatively correlated with the steady state-to-peak ratio200

(Figure 5–Figure Supplement 1D). Using only the LFP (indicating the depolarization of the neuron)201

and two adaptation time scales, we were able to predict very well the ORNs’ firing responses (Fig-202

ure 5C-E). Despite being fit only to the 2 s pulse, the predicted firing rate corresponds well even to203

the responses to the 20ms and 200ms pulses, including the firing profile after the stimulus offset,204

which is different for each pulse duration.205

The presented model is the minimal model capable of capturing the shape of the firing re-206

sponse. With 𝑐2 = 0 (set after the fitting procedure), the model still predicts well the response207

to short stimuli (during the short period, the neuron does not become adapted on the slow time208

scale), however, it does not predict the continued decrease of firing rate during the 2 s long stimu-209

lation. If the model is fitted without the slow adaptation, aside from not predicting the time course210

of the firing rate well, themodel does not predict the prolonged responses as well (Figure 5–Figure211

Supplement 2D-F).212

We fit the model to each neuron individually, because the pheromone sensitive ORNs of moth213

exhibit a significant cell-to-cell variability, as analyzed by Rospars et al. (2014). Apart from the214

variability in the firing responses, we also observed variability in the LFP shapes (in response to a215

2 s stimulus). We verified that the response of a single neuron overmultiple trials is stable (exhibits216

little variability) compared to the measured population Figure 4–Figure Supplement 2.217

It is also possible to obtain a full odor-to-firing-rate model. We used a simple transduction
model to predict the LFP from the odor concentration (Nagel and Wilson, 2011):

R [O]𝑘b𝑠b
𝑠𝑏 OR 𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑎

𝑠𝑎 OR*, (4)
LFP = OR∗ ∗ 𝑔LFP, (5)

where R are the unbound receptors, OR are bound, but not activated receptors and OR∗ are bound218

activated receptors, [O] is the odorant concentration, 𝑠𝑎 and 𝑠𝑏 are the unbinding and deactivation219

rates and 𝑘𝑎 and 𝑘𝑏 set the ratio between activation/deactivation and binding/unbinding rates and220

𝑔LFP is an exponential kernel with 10ms decay (as estimated from our multicompartmental model;221

Figure 4–Figure Supplement 1B-C). Because the spontaneous activity of moth ORNs is very low222

((0.34±0.03)Hz in A. ipsilon Jarriault et al., 2010; 0.5Hz to 0.8Hz in S. littoralis Pézier et al., 2007;223

see also Figure 2–Figure Supplement 3), we neglected the activation of unbound receptors. The224

model predicts well the time course of the firing rate during stimulation and the firing rate offset225

(Figure 5–Figure Supplement 3).226

We hypothesized that the adaptation could be facilitated by hyperpolarizing Ca2+-gated K+ cur-227

rents in the soma (Zufall et al., 1991; Lucas and Shimahara, 2002; Pézier et al., 2007). We illustrated228

on a multicompartmental model that such hyperpolarizing currents can affect the LFP by further229

decreasing it (Figure 4–Figure Supplement 1D-G) and could thus account for the second downward230

deflection of LFP during 2 s stimulation. In such case, the second downward deflection could be231

removed by abolishing the spiking activity and thus also the Ca2+ influx due to action potentials. To232

test this hypothesis, we recorded the LFP after injecting the Na+ channel antagonist tetrodotoxin233

(TTX, 50µM) into the antenna. The TTX injections abolished the spiking activity, however the sec-234

ondary deflection of the LFP remained (Figure 4–Figure Supplement 3). Therefore we conclude235

that the secondary deflection is not caused by hyperpolarizing currents in the soma triggered by236

Ca2+ influx during action potentials.237

Prolonged response to short stimuli is maintained by the antennal lobe238

ORNs project their axons to the antennal lobe (AL) onto projection neurons (PNs) and local neurons239

(LNs). All ORNs expressing the same odorant receptor project their axons to the same glomerulus240

harboring the dendrites of PNs and LNs (Kay and Stopfer, 2006;Wilson, 2013). PNs create excitatory241
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connections with other PNs and LNs provide an inhibitory feedback both to PNs and LNs. PNs242

then project their axons to higher brain centers. Therefore, understanding how the PNs reshape243

the firing response is essential for understanding the implications for behavior of the insect. Even244

though the observation of the inhibitory phase in moth ORNs is novel, previous studies observed245

the inhibitory phase in PNs, despite using the classical odor delivery device with Pasteur pipette246

(Jarriault et al., 2010;Martinez et al., 2013). Moreover, PNs are sensitive to the slope of ORN firing247

rate (Kim et al., 2015), which can explain their transient responses. These results suggest that248

although ORNs are not obviously encoding the stimulus duration of short stimuli (Figure 2), the249

ORN responses could be processed by the AL to provide a more accurate representation of the250

stimulus duration.251

We used the ORN firing rates as an input to an antennal lobe model (Tuckman et al., 2021a,b;252

see Materials and methods for details). We modelled a single glomerulus containing 10 PNs and253

6 LNs. PNs create random excitatory connections to PNs and LNs withing the glomerulus and LNs254

create random inhibitory connection to PNs and other LNs (Figure 6A). The PNs are equipped with255

small conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels (SK channels) which together with the inhibitory256

input facilitate spike frequency adaptation and make the PNs sensitive to the slope of the ORN257

input, as also observed with the Drosophila PNs (Kim et al., 2015). PNs then exhibit a transient258

inhibition at the end of the stimulus, even if no transient inhibition is observed in theORN response,259

in accordance with Jarriault et al. (2010) (Figure 6B). However, the response to short stimuli still260

significantly exceeds the stimulus duration (Figure 6C) and the firing profile shape with this model261

does not differ greatly from the firing profile shape of ORNs (Figure 6D). Therefore, we expect262

that the encoding of duration is not significantly altered by the antennal lobe and thus the longer263

responses to short stimuli likely propagate further and affect behavioral responses.264

AlthoughPNs can exhibit the inhibitory phase evenwhen there is no inhibitory phase in theORN265

response, their precision of stimulus duration encoding is improved by the observed dynamics in266

ORNs. To illustrate this, wemade the ORN response less sharp by convolving it with an exponential267

kernel with 100msmean. The smoothed ORN firing profile then did not show any inhibitory phase,268

but the inhibitory phase was clear in the PN responses. However, the onset of the inhibitory phase269

did not mark the offset of the stimulus, unlike in the case of the unmodified ORN firing profile270

(Figure 6–Figure Supplement 1).271

Discussion272

Tri-phasic response of moth ORNs273

We found qualitative differences between the responses to short (<200ms) and long (>200ms)274

stimuli. While the spiking response to a short stimulus exceeds the stimulus duration, spiking275

response to a long stimulus ends with the stimulus. The response to long stimuli marks precisely276

the stimulus offset with an inhibitory phase. The inhibitory phase was followed by rebound activity.277

The intensity of the rebound activity increased both with stimulus duration and odor dose.278

The observed firing pattern is reminiscent of the pattern observed previously in PNs. Our re-279

sults therefore show that encoding of temporal structure of the plume happens already at the280

level of ORNs and not only at the level of PNs, as previously thought (Jarriault et al., 2010; Rospars281

et al., 2014; Tuckman et al., 2021b,a). Moreover, we showed with a simulation that the precise en-282

coding of temporal structure by ORNs also improves the encoding by the PNs, compared to ORN283

responses with slow offset.284

Inhibitory phase marking the end of stimulus has also been observed with various receptor-285

odor combinations in Drosophila (Nagel and Wilson, 2011; Martelli et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011,286

2015). Moreover, we observed independence of the firing response shape on the odor dose, also287

previously reported in Drosophila with volatile odors. The newly observed similarities between288

Drosophila and moth ORNs unite the research in these different species.289

The inhibitory phase was followed by a sustained increase in the firing activity long after the290
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Figure 6. Modelling the antennal lobe. A: Illustration of the used model. B: The response end is clearly marked by an inhibitory phase,regardless of the stimulus duration (increasing from top to bottom, 3ms to 5 s). The 𝑦-axis ranges from 0Hz to 20Hz. C: Although the inhibitoryphase clearly marks the response end, the spiking response duration still exceeds significantly the stimulus duration for stimuli shorter than200ms. D: Average firing rates of the PNs in response to stimuli of different durations. Dotted ORN firing rates were used as an input. Note thatthe ORN input firing rate is not to scale and is normalized to the peak of the PN firing rate for shape comparison.
Figure 6–Figure supplement 1. PNs do not track odor pulse durations if ORN response is smooth

stimulus termination and also a sustained LFP below the pre-stimulus level, indicating that the sus-291

tained firing activity is due to sustained activity of the receptors. With classical odor delivery devices292

with a Pasteur pipette, such sustained activity could be explained by a slow release of pheromone293

molecules after closing the valve that controls the stimulus. However, in our experiments, we294

strongly reduced the possibility of any pheromonemolecules adhering to the odor delivery device.295

The sustained activity could be caused instead by odormolecules adhering to the sensilla and / or it296

could represent an elevated probability of spontaneous OR-Orco channel opening after prolonged297

ligand-receptor interaction.298

Regardless of the exact mechanism leading to the sustained activity, ORNs seem to remain299

slightly depolarized long after the stimulus termination and the their detection threshold is thus300

decreased. It is possible that ORNs evolved to have a very low spontaneous activity prior to any301

stimulation and after sufficient pheromone exposure the activity is increased in order to decrease302

the detection threshold and ORNs should respond with higher intensity following a previous stim-303

ulus.304

Sensitization of ORNs was observed in DrosophilaORNs (Getahun et al., 2013) and with heterol-305

ogously expressedOR-Orco proteins (Mukunda et al., 2016). This OR sensitization process requires306

Orco activity and was proposed to depend on cAMP production that would activate two feedback307

loops involving protein kinase and Ca2+-calmodulin (Wicher, 2018).308
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Mechanism of the spike frequency adaptation309

In Drosophila melanogaster, adaptation properties could be captured with a bi-lobed linear filter310

with a temporal width of approximately 200ms (Nagel and Wilson, 2011;Martelli et al., 2013; see311

Brandão et al., 2021 for a recent review). Studies of ORN adaptation in moths suggest that their312

adaptation is slower (Jacob et al., 2017; Levakova et al., 2019). However, the moth studies related313

the firing activity to the binary state of the electrovalves controlling the odor delivery, it is therefore314

difficult to assess to what extent the observed signal processing timescales are a property of the315

odor delivery device or a property of the neuron.316

We circumvented this issue by simultaneously measuring the local field potential (LFP) in the317

sensilla, where the ORN’s outer dendrite resides. The LFP is tightly correlated with the depolarizing318

current entering the ORN. We built a model of transformation of the depolarizing current to the319

spiking activity and performed an optimization procedure which allowed us to narrow down the320

adaptation processes to only two time-scales, which are not directly inferable from the linear filters321

and importantly, provide novel insights into the possible mechanisms leading to the adaptation.322

We showed that the shape of the ORN’s firing response can be very well captured with only two323

adaptation time scales: 40ms and 800ms. This is the minimal model capable of explaining the324

transiency of the firing response and the observed temporal resolution limits of the ORN.325

The slow adaptation time constant 800ms approximately corresponds to Ca2+ extrusion time326

scales (0.4 s to 1 s in Drosophila ORNs; Si et al., 2019). This indicates that the adaptation of the327

spike generating mechanism could be Ca2+ dependent. Moth ORNs express Ca2+-gated potassium328

channels (Lucas and Shimahara, 2002 in Mamestra brassicae; Zufall et al., 1991 in Manduca sexta;329

Pézier et al., 2007 in S. littoralis). Their expression in the soma would result in hyperpolarizing330

currents upon their activation.331

Inactivation of voltage gated sodium channels (NaV) could also be responsible for the phasicity332

of the spiking response (Lundstrom et al., 2008; Platkiewicz and Brette, 2010, 2011; Nagel and333

Wilson, 2011). However, the timescales typical for inactivation (and reactivation) of NaV channels334

(4.8ms measured in cultured honeybee ORNs (Kadala et al., 2011)) were not necessary to repro-335

duce the firing rate profiles. Some NaV channels also exhibit adaptation at slower time scales (Flei-336

dervish et al., 1996; Kim and Rieke, 2003; Badel et al., 2008;Wang et al., 2013; Sarno et al., 2022).337

Patch clamp experiments on insect ORNs designed to measure slow adaptation of NaV channels338

in insect ORNs would help to understand the physiological mechanisms behind their adaptation.339

Modelling the ORN response340

Weproposed aminimalmodel that links the stimulus to the firing ratewhich captureswell the firing341

profile of responses to isolated square pulses. This model can be easily used to model the input to342

the higher brain centers, which is otherwise often modelled as a piece-wise exponential function343

(Belmabrouk et al., 2011; Tuckman et al., 2021a,b). It can be extended to model the responses to344

more complex stimuli; however, the model captures all the features essential for our work. The345

following extensions could be considered:346

1. Adaptation of the odor receptors347

2. Persistent receptor activity348

3. Nonlinearity of the slow adaptation process349

Various receptor adaptation models were proposed for Drosophila ORNs (Nagel and Wilson,350

2011; Cao et al., 2016;Gorur-Shandilya et al., 2017) and we believe that thesemodels could be also351

successfully applied to the moth ORNs. However, in the case of moth, the long lasting pheromone352

transduction pathway (due to pheromone adherence to the sensilla and / or sustained increased353

probability of spontaneous receptor opening) needs to be included as well to balance the adapta-354

tion and maintain receptor activity after the stimulus offset and avoid transient LFP overshoot, as355

observed in some Drosophila ORNs (Nagel and Wilson, 2011). It is also possible that the physics of356
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fluid (air)movement acrossmorphologically distinct antennal types (globular inDrosophila, feather-357

like in A. ipsilon), and the wingbeat frequency of the insect (200Hz in Drosophila, 5Hz to 20Hz in358

moths) that re-sculpt the odor plume could have both contributed to the evolution of the differen-359

tiated transduction process.360

Our linear-nonlinear model predicts well the time course of the firing rate during stimulation361

and its offset after stimulus termination. However, the predicted duration of the inhibitory period362

is longer than what we generally observe. We believe that this can be explained by a voltage de-363

pendency of the slow adaptation process. Such non-linearity seems plausible, since either the NaV364

channels can recover faster at low membrane potential values, or the voltage dependency of the365

Ca2+-gated K+ channels causes them to close rapidly at lowmembrane potential values (Lucas and366

Shimahara, 2002).367

Implications for behavior and navigation efficiency368

Behavioral experiments showed that male moths reach the pheromone source most reliably and369

with the least amount of counter-turning if the source is pulsating (Kennedy et al., 1980; Willis370

and Baker, 1984; Mafra-Neto and Cardé, 1994). Particularly, in (Mafra-Neto and Cardé, 1994), the371

pulse duration was 130ms and the air-gap duration between pulses was 83ms (experiments done372

with the almond moth Cadra cautella). These observations correlate well with our results showing373

that the ORNs exhibit prolonged firing response to short (<200ms) stimuli. Moreover, prolonged374

response to very short stimuli (e.g., 3ms) can ensure that the brief encounter is registered by the375

brain and can be acted upon.376

On the other hand, the slow (800ms) adaptation allows the moth to respond rapidly to a loss377

of pheromone signal after a prolonged exposure, but possibly also to adapt to the background378

intensity within a pheromone plume. If the prolonged firing response to short stimuli causes pro-379

longed upwind flight after stimulus offset, we expect faster switching from upwind flight to zig-zag380

casting after the stimulus offset with longer stimuli. Such behavioral experiments could show a381

clear connection between the temporal structure of the ORN and PN response and behavior.382

Materials and methods383

Insects384

A. ipsilon and S. littoralis adult males were fed on an artificial diet. Pupae were sexed and males385

and females were kept separately in an inversed light–dark cycle (16h:8 h light:dark photoperiod)386

at 22 °C. Experiments were carried out on 5-day-old males.387

Chemicals388

The main components of the pheromones of A. ipsilon (Z7-12:Ac, CAS 14959-86-5) and S. littoralis389

(Z9,E11-14:Ac, CAS 50767-79-8) were bought from Pherobank (purity > 99%). Linalool (CAS 78-70-6,390

purity > 97%,) 𝛼-pinene (CAS 80-56-8, purity >98%) and acetone (CAS 67-64-1) were bought from391

Sigma-Aldrich. They were diluted at 10% in mineral oil (CAS 8012-95-1).392

Odor delivery393

Our odor delivery device is based on 2 serially connected electrovalves. The first electrovalve (any394

of EV1 - EV8, further referred to as upstream valve) odorizes the passing airflow. The second395

electrovalve (EV9, downstream valve) controls the timing of the stimulus (Figure 1–Figure Supple-396

ment 1).397

A charcoal-filtered and humidified air stream (2.5 bar) is divided into 8 flows (200mL/min each)398

with an airflow divider (LFMX0510528B, The Lee Company, Westbrook, CT, USA). Each of the 8399

flows is connected to a 3-way electrovalve (EV1 to EV8; LHDA1223111H, The Lee Company). Nor-400

mally opened (NO, non-odorized) and normally closed (NC, odorized) exits of the eight valves are401

connected to a low dead-volume manifold (MPP-8, Warner Instruments, Holliston, MA, USA) or to402
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odor sources, respectively. The non-odorized airflow permanently bathes the insect preparation.403

All outlets of odor sources are connected to a second MPP-8 manifold that is connected to an404

electrovalve (EV9; LHDA1233215H, The Lee Company). The NO exit of EV9 is introduced within a405

vacuum system. A small glass tube (10mm total length, 1.16mm internal diameter) bent at 90◦
406

facilitated focusing the stimuli on the insect antenna. EV9 and the small bent tube are thus the407

sole surface on which odor puffs controlled by EV9 can adsorb and thus alter the stimulus dynam-408

ics. The outlet of the small tube is positioned under the dissecting microscope at 1mm from the409

recorded sensilla. An aluminium shield connected to the ground around EV9 minimizes artifacts410

during opening and closing of the valve. The downstream part of the stimulator (frommanifold to411

EV9 and the attached small bent tube) was decontaminated after each experiment for 60min at412

80 °C with an airflow injected from the small bent tube and EV9 activated. All tubing but the exit413

of the permanent airflow was made of Teflon (internal diameter 1.32mm). The shape of stimuli414

delivered to the antenna was measured with a mini PID (Aurora Scientific Inc, Aurora, Canada).415

Equilibration and stability of the odor source416

After opening the upstream electrovalve two processes are at play when an airflow passes through417

the odor source, with opposite effects on the concentration of odor reaching the downstream418

electrovalve, EV9.419

1. Dilution of the head-space, which reduces the concentration of odor delivered to EV9 with an420

effect that increases with time until an asymptote is reached corresponding to an equilibrium421

of odor molecules passing from the liquid phase to the gas phase and those carried out of422

the vial by the airflow.423

2. Reversible binding of odor molecules to the surfaces of the odor delivery device, which re-424

duces the concentration of odor delivered to EV9 with an effect that gradually decreases425

over time until it becomes null when the adsorption/desorption equilibrium is reached.426

We verifiedwith linalool (diluted at 10%) and the PID how long the upstream valvemust be open427

before the odor concentration delivered to the downstream valve is constant (further referred to428

as equilibration time). With no or short equilibration times (≤2 s), PID responses were not square429

but had a decreasing amplitude indicating that the dilution of head-space was dominant. When430

the equilibrium time was at least 10 s, the PID response to a 0.5 s stimulus was square. Increasing431

the equilibration time to more than 10 s had very little effect on the amplitude of the PID response432

(Figure 1–Figure Supplement 2A-B). When using 𝛼-pinene and acetone, more volatile molecules433

than linalool, we kept the same 10 s equilibration time.434

Since the PID cannot monitor pheromone stimuli, the equilibration time with pheromone was435

adjusted by measuring the amplitude of SSR responses to a 0.5 s stimulus with 100pg of Z7-12:Ac.436

Equilibration times of 1 s, 3 s, 10 s, 30 s, 78 s were tested both in ascending and descending order.437

Stimuli were applied every 2min. Equilibrations were stopped at each stimulus offset. The ampli-438

tude of responses increased for equilibration times of 1 s to 30 s and then remained stable, indi-439

cating that the odor binding to surfaces was the dominant effect (Figure 1–Figure Supplement 2C).440

We thus kept an equilibration time of 30 s for further experiments.441

We thenmeasured the stability of the pheromone source first by applying 9 stimuli with 100pg442

of Z7-12:Ac. Each stimuluswas precededby an equilibration timeof 30 s. The inter stimulus interval443

was 2min. The amplitude of responses remained constant over the 9 stimuli (Figure 1–Figure444

Supplement 2D).445

Single sensillum recordings446

For single sensillum recordings, male moths were briefly anesthetized with CO2 and restrained in447

a Styrofoam holder. One antenna was immobilized with adhesive tape.448

Single sensillum recordings were carried out either with tungsten electrodes or with glass elec-449

trodes, the later allowing to record the local field potential (LFP) in addition to the firing response450
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Table 1. Number of sensilla recorded for each pulse duration. Number of neurons that responded by firing atleast 5 spikes in the first 100ms after stimulus onset is in the brackets.

pulse duration: 3ms 5ms 10ms 20ms 50ms 100ms
22 (7) 22 (13) 23 (21) 22 (20) 21 (20) 23 (22)

pulse duration: 200ms 500ms 1 s 2 s 5 s
23 (22) 23 (23) 23 (22) 23 (22) 23 (22)

Table 2. Number of sensilla recorded for each duration-dose pair. Number of neurons that responded byfiring at least 5 spikes in the first 100ms after stimulus onset is in the brackets.
20ms 200ms 2 s

10pg 57 (28) 57 (32) 57 (32)
100pg 55 (33) 56 (44) 54 (38)
1 ng 53 (40) 52 (39) 52 (41)

of ORNs. In both cases, one electrode was inserted into the antenna to serve as a reference. We451

targeted the ORNs tuned to the pheromone constituent Z7-12:Ac. The recording electrode was452

inserted at the base of one of the long trichoid sensilla located along antennal branches, the vast453

majority of which house an ORN tuned to the major pheromone component Z7-12:Ac. The refer-454

ence electrode was inserted in an antennal segment next to the one bearing the recorded sensil-455

lum. Recordings were done using a CyberAmp 320 controlled by pCLAMP10 (Molecular Devices,456

San Jose, CA, USA). The signal was amplified (×100), band-pass filtered (10Hz to 3000Hz) with tung-457

sten electrodes or low-pass filtered (3000Hz) with glass electrodes and sampled at 10 kHz with a458

Digidata 1440A acquisition board (Molecular Devices). Spikes were sorted using Spike 2 software459

(CED, Oxford, Great Britain).460

Experimental protocols461

To record the firing responses to pulses of different durations (Figure 2), we performed recordings462

with tungsten electrode from 23 sensilla and presented them with stimuli of durations 3ms, 5ms,463

10ms, 20ms, 50ms, 100ms, 200ms, 500ms, 1 s, 2 s and 5 s (pheromone dose 100pg) in a random-464

ized order. There was a 2min gap between stimuli. The number of recorded responses varies for465

each duration and is provided in Table 1.466

To test the responses to different pheromone doses (Figure 3), we performed recordings with467

tungsten electrodes from 57 sensilla, presenting them with pulses of durations 20ms, 200ms and468

2 s in a randomized order, but with an increasing pheromone dose. The number of responses469

recorded for each duration-dose pair is provided in Table 2.470

We recorded the LFP simultaneously with the spiking activity for the pulse durations 20ms,471

200ms and 2 s, presented in randomized order with 3min inter-stimulus intervals (dose 1ng). In472

some recordings with the glass electrode we observed a significant change in the shape of the473

firing response; particularly, the neurons started responding more tonically with time and did not474

exhibit the inhibitory period after 2 s pulse anymore. We assume that this is due to the glass elec-475

trode being more invasive than the sharper tungsten electrode, modifying the composition of the476

sensillar lymph and/or damaging the ORN. Therefore, in order to exclude neurons whose function-477

ing was altered, we presented one more 2 s pulse after the the initial three pulses and included478

the recording in the analysis only if the second response to the 2 s pulse exhibited the inhibitory479

phase (here defined as zero spikes during the interval 50ms to 500ms). In total, we used 26 out480

of 37 recordings, therefore 26 responses for each duration. To filter out the LFP without action481
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potentials we used a 15Hz 2-pole Butterworth low-pass filter.482

For the experiments using TTX, the drug was dissolved (50µM) in saline (in mM: NaCl 154, KCl483

3, glucose 24) and injected into the body of the antenna using a syringe-driven glass micropipette.484

Controls were saline injections. Recordings started 5min after injection. The firing activity was485

completely abolished after all TTX injections and remained intact after saline injections.486

Data analysis487

Firing frequency488

We estimated the firing rates by the kernel density estimation method. Each spike was substituted489

with a normal distribution probability distribution function with mean at the spike time and stan-490

dard deviation 𝜎 = bw
2
, where bw is the kernel width.491

In Figure 2 we used a time dependent kernel width in order to depict the responses to short492

stimuli with sufficient detail, but avoid high noise when the firing rate drops during longer stimu-493

lation. The time dependence was given by:494

bw(𝑡) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

bwmin 𝑡 < 0,

bwmax − bwmin exp
(

−𝑡∕𝜏KDE
)

+ bwmin 𝑡 > 0,
(6)

where bwmin = 10ms, bwmax = 100ms, 𝜏KDE = 500ms and we assume that the stimulus onset is at 0.495

Response end of individual ORNs496

The first inter-spike interval (ISI) that finishes after the stimulus offset and exceeds 100ms is con-497

sidered as the terminating ISI and the initiating AP as the time of the response end. We calculated498

the response end only if the neuron fired at least 5 action potentials during the first 100ms after499

the stimulus onset (numbers of responding neurons provided in brackets in Table 1 and Table 2).500

We then calculated the time of the response end for a group of neurons as themedian of individual501

response ends (red vertical lines in Figure 2 and Figure 3). Note that if the ISI after the last spike502

during stimulation is longer than 100ms, the calculated response end for the ORN is before the503

stimulus end.504

Linear-nonlinear model for firing rate prediction505

We used linear regression to predict the firing rate. As independent variables, we used values of506

the past LFP convolved with a gamma distribution-shaped function with different time constants507

and shape parameters (Gorur-Shandilya et al., 2017; Jayaram et al., 2022):508

𝑥(𝑡; 𝜏, 𝛼) = ∫

+∞

0
𝑉 (𝑡 − 𝑠) 1

Γ(𝛼)𝜏𝛼
𝑡𝛼−1𝑒−

𝑡
𝜏 d𝑠, (7)

where 𝑉 is the LFP. The model is then specified by the time constants 𝜏1, ..., 𝜏𝑛 and the correspond-509

ing shape parameters 𝛼1, ..., 𝛼𝑛. The estimated firing rate before the non-linearity is specified by510

the coefficients 𝑐1, ..., 𝑐𝑛:511

𝑓 (𝑡) =
𝑛
∑

𝑘=1
𝑐𝑘𝑥(𝑡; 𝜏𝑘). (8)

We estimated the coefficients with the least square method to provide the estimate of firing rate512

(estimated from the spike train with kernel width 30ms) during the 2 s stimulus and 1 s of the513

preceding spontaneous activity.514

In order to choose the time constants and shapes specifying the model, we initially used a515

model with 20 time constant, ranging from 1ms to 3 s, equidistantly spaced on the logarithmic516

scale. Moreover, we used 17 different gamma distribution shapes 𝛼 ranging from 1 to 5, equidis-517

tantly spaced. The model then contained 20 × 17 independent variables. We fit the model to the518

average LFP and average firing rate response during 2 s stimulus with lasso regression (optimal L1519

penalty parameter was selected with cross-validation using the LassoCV regressor in Scikit-learn520
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(Pedregosa et al., 2011)). The non-zero coefficients then concentrated around several (𝛼, 𝜏) pairs,521

but mostly at the 𝛼 = 1 edge, fromwhich we selected the three time constants with 𝛼 = 1, i.e., expo-522

nential kernels (1ms, 40ms, 800ms, Figure 5–Figure Supplement 2A). For simplicity, we substituted523

the kernel with 𝜏 = 1ms with a 𝛿-function.524

Although the filter obtained from the full lasso regression looks different from the filters ob-525

tained with only three exponential kernels (Figure 5–Figure Supplement 2B-C), the predicted firing526

rates are nearly identical (Figure 5–Figure Supplement 2D-F).527

Modelling odor transduction528

We modelled the transduction described by Equation 4 by a set of differential equations:
d
d𝑡
R = 𝑠𝑏 ⋅OR − [O]𝑘𝑏𝑠𝑏 ⋅ R, (9)

d
d𝑡
OR = [O]𝑘𝑏𝑠𝑏 ⋅ R + 𝑠𝑎 ⋅OR∗ − 𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑎 ⋅OR − 𝑠𝑏 ⋅OR, (10)

d
d𝑡
OR∗ = −𝑠𝑎 ⋅OR∗ + 𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑎 ⋅OR, (11)

d
d𝑡
LFP = − 1

𝜏LFP
(LFP − 𝛽 ⋅OR∗). (12)

R, OR and OR∗ indicate the ratios of unbound, bound and activated bound receptors, 𝜏LFP = 10ms.529

The initial conditions are R = 1 and OR = OR∗ = LFP = 0. We modelled the odor concentration530

as a square odor pulse: [O] = 10−11 M during stimulation and 0 otherwise. Because we did not531

attempt to model the adaptation and the sustained activity (more important with long stimuli), we532

fitted the parameters 𝑠𝑏, 𝑘𝑏, 𝑠𝑎, 𝑘𝑎 and 𝛽 to the first 400ms after stimulus onset of the average LFP533

from 20ms and 200ms stimulations. We fitted the parameters by minimizing the square error of534

the prediction with the L-BFGS-B algorithm implemented in SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020). The fitted535

model parameters are 𝑘𝑎 = 6.57 ⋅ 1011 s−1M−1, 𝑠𝑎 = 7.36 s−1, 𝑘𝑏 = 37.3, 𝑠𝑏 = 131 s−1, 𝛽 = −5.67mV.536

Antennal lobe model537

We used a model of a single glomerulus from the AL model proposed by Tuckman et al. (2021a).538

In the following, we explicitely state when we deviate from the established model.539

The glomerulus contained 10 PNs and 6 LN. The membrane potential dynamics of 𝑖-th PN and540

𝑗-th LN were governed by the following dynamics:541

d
d𝑡
𝑉 𝑖
PN = − 1

𝜏𝑉
(𝑉 𝑖

PN − 𝐸𝐿) − 𝑔𝑖SK(𝑡)(𝑉
𝑖
PN − 𝐸SK) − 𝑔𝑖stim(𝑡)(𝑉

𝑖
PN − 𝐸stim)−

− 𝑔𝑖exc(𝑡)(𝑉
𝑖
PN − 𝐸exc) − 𝑔𝑖inh(𝑡)(𝑉

𝑖
PN − 𝐸inh) − 𝑔𝑖slow(𝑡)(𝑉

𝑖
PN − 𝐸inh), (13)

d
d𝑡
𝑉 𝑗
LN = − 1

𝜏𝑉
(𝑉 𝑗

LN − 𝐸𝐿) − 𝑔𝑗stim(𝑡)(𝑉
𝑗
LN − 𝐸stim)−

− 𝑔𝑗exc(𝑡)(𝑉
𝑗
LN − 𝐸exc) − 𝑔𝑗inh(𝑡)(𝑉

𝑗
LN − 𝐸inh) − 𝑔𝑗slow(𝑡)(𝑉

𝑖
LN − 𝐸inh), (14)

where 𝜏𝑉 is the membrane time constant, 𝑔SK is the conductance of SK channels, 𝑔stim is the excita-542

tory conductance associated with the ORN input, 𝑔exc is the excitatory synaptic conductance from543

PNs, 𝑔inh is the fast inhibitory GABAA conductance, 𝑔slow is the slow GABAB conductance. 𝐸SK , 𝐸stim,544

𝐸exc, 𝐸inh are the reversal potentials associated with these conductances, 𝐸𝐿 is the leak reversal545

potential. The reversal potentials are expressed in nondimensional units: 𝐸𝐿 = 0, 𝐸exc = 𝐸stim = 14
3
,546

𝐸SK = 𝐸inh = − 2
3
. The neuron fires a spike then the membrane potential 𝑉 reaches the thresh-547

old 𝑉thr = 1 and is then reset to 𝐸𝐿 and held at 𝐸𝐿 for 𝜏ref . The synaptic conductances 𝑔𝑋 , 𝑋 ∈548

{exc, inh, slow, stim} follow the equation549

𝜏𝑋
d
d𝑡
𝑔𝑖𝑋 = −𝑔𝑖𝑋 + 𝑆𝑋

∑

𝑡spike∈{𝑡𝑖𝑋}

𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡spike), (15)
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Table 3. Synaptic connection amplitudes.
𝑆exc 𝑆inh 𝑆slow 𝑆stim

PN 0.01 0.0169 0.0338 0.004
LN 0.006 0.015 0.04 0.0031

Table 4. Neuron connection probabilities.
PN→PN PN→LN LN→PN LN→LN
0.75 0.75 0.38 0.25

where {𝑡𝑖𝑋} represents the corresponding presynaptic spikes to the 𝑖-th, 𝜏𝑋 is the synaptic time550

constant for the given synapse type and the conductance increases by 𝜏𝑋𝑆𝑋 with each presynaptic551

spike arrival. 𝑆𝑋 differ for PNs and LNs and are specified in Table 3.552

The SK conductance 𝑔SK wasmodelled only for the PNs and did not rise instantaneously, instead
followed the equations:

𝜏rise
d
d𝑡
𝑔𝑖SK = −(𝑔𝑖SK − 𝑧), (16)

𝜏SK
d
d𝑡
𝑧 = −𝑧 + 𝑆SK

∑

𝑡spike∈{𝑡𝑖}

𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡spike), (17)
where 𝜏rise characterizes the rise time, 𝜏SK is the decay time constant of the SK conductance and {𝑡𝑖}553

is the set of spikes fired by the 𝑖-th PN. Note that here, for simulation purposes, we deviate from554

the original model (Tuckman et al., 2021a) by modelling 𝑔𝑖SK with a set of two equations instead of555

modelling the time course of 𝑔𝑖SK following a single spike as a piece-wise function. 𝑆 𝑖
SK was drawn556

from a normal distribution with mean 𝜇 = 0.5 and 𝜎 = 0.2 (negative values were set to 0).557

The connection between the neurons within the glomerulus were random with probabilities558

specified in Table 4.559

To model the ORN input, we generated the spike trains of 104 ORNs from an inhomogeneous560

Poisson process, each ORN connects to any AL neuron with a 1% probability. The time course of561

each ORN was given by the average ORN firing rate (Figure 2, note that the input therefore differs562

from (Tuckman et al., 2021a)). We also added a constant ORN input of 30Hz as ameans to increase563

the spontaneous activity, as observed in experiments (Jarriault et al., 2010).564

We simulated the network using the Brian 2 Python package (Stimberg et al., 2019).565

Multicompartmental ORN model566

The model is a simplified version of the moth pheromone transduction model by Gu et al. (2009).567

From this model we kept the morphology and the passive conductances (Figure 4–Figure Supple-568

ment 1). The following set of equations describes the evolution of the potentials in the individual569

compartments:570
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d𝑉id

d𝑡
=

𝐺𝑒

𝐶𝑚𝑑(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑅 + 𝐼𝑙𝑑 − 𝐼𝑒)

+
𝐺𝑒

𝐶𝑚𝑎(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑎 − 𝐼𝑒) +

𝐺𝑖

𝐶𝑚𝑠(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑙𝑠 − 𝐼ad),

(18)

d𝑉ed

d𝑡
=

𝐺𝑖

𝐶𝑚𝑑(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑒 − 𝐼𝑅 − 𝐼𝑙𝑑)

+
𝐺𝑒

𝐶𝑚𝑎(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑎 − 𝐼𝑒) +

𝐺𝑖

𝐶𝑚𝑠(𝐺𝑒 + 𝐺𝑖)
(𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑙𝑠 − 𝐼ad),

(19)

d𝑉is

d𝑡
=
𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑙𝑠 − 𝐼ad

𝐶𝑚𝑠
, (20)

d𝑉ea

d𝑡
=
𝐼𝑎 − 𝐼𝑒
𝐶𝑚𝑎

. (21)
Where the currents are described by:

𝐼𝑙𝑠 = 𝐺𝑙𝑠(𝑉is − 𝐸𝑙𝑠), (22)
𝐼𝑙𝑑 = 𝐺𝑙𝑑(𝑉ed − 𝑉id + 𝐸𝑙𝑑), (23)
𝐼𝑖 = 𝐺𝑖(𝑉id − 𝑉is), (24)
𝐼𝑎 = −𝐺𝑎(𝑉ea + 𝐸𝑎), (25)
𝐼𝑒 = 𝐺𝑒(𝑉ea − 𝑉ed). (26)

𝐼𝑅 is the receptor current, which we either calculated by fixing the LFP (𝑉ed) and calculating what571

receptor current 𝐼𝑅 is necessary to produce given LFP time course, or we fixed the 𝐼𝑅 time course.572

To estimate 𝐼𝑅 from given LFP, we substituted Equation 19 by the numerical derivative of the LFP573

and expressed 𝐼𝑅 using the numerical derivative to use in Equation 18.574

𝐼ad is the adaptation current. We considered 𝐼ad ≠ 0 only to illustrate the effect of adaptation575

currents in the soma on the LFP. In such case, we fixed the input 𝐼𝑅 to the model and fixed the576

time course of the somatic membrane potential 𝑉is to correspond to the shape of the firing rate577

(again, by calculating its numerical derivative and eliminating Equation 20). Then we calculated the578

necessary 𝐼ad to balance the depolarizing effect of 𝐼𝑅.579

We simulated the multicompartmental model with the explicit Runge-Kutta method of order580

5(4) with upper limit on integration step 0.1ms implemented in SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020). We581

used the initial conditions 𝑉ed = 𝑉ea = −35mV, 𝑉id = 𝑉is = −62mV. This condition corresponds to582

𝐼𝑒 = 𝐼𝑙𝑑 = 𝐼𝑖 = 𝐼𝑙𝑠 = 𝐼𝑎 = 0, given that 𝐼𝑅 = 𝐼ad = 0.583
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Figure 1–Figure supplement 1. NO: normally open (no stimulus) and NC normally closed (during stimulus). The insect is placed
1mm after EV9.



Figure 1–Figure supplement 2. A: Traces of PID recordings of linalool with different equilibration times. When the equilibration
is too short, the PID response exhibits a transient peak. B: With an equilibration of approximately 10 s the peak is no longer
present and the amplitude of the response does not change significantly with longer equilibration times. C: Number of spikes
recorded in 200ms in response to 100pg of Z7-12:Ac for different equilibration times. Each ORN was presented with 5 stimuli
with different equilibration times (1 s, 3 s, 10 s, 30 s, 79 s) either in increasing or decreasing order. For each order, the line is an
average of 3 ORNs. The black line is an average of all 6 ORNs. D: We measured the stability of the pheromone source first by
applying 9 stimuli with 0.1 ng of Z7-12:Ac. Each stimulus was preceded by an equilibration time of 30 s. The inter stimulus interval
was 2min. Each line represents the response of a single ORN.

Figure 2–Figure supplement 1. A: Raster plots of Spodoptera littoralis ORN responses to different stimulus durations, aligned to
the stimulus offset, show that the response pattern to stimuli of different durations remains unchanged. ORNs exhibit a prolonged
response to short stimuli and transient inhibition shortly after offset of long stimuli. B-D: Full firing profiles of responses to
different stimulus durations.



Figure 2–Figure supplement 2. To avoid mechanical artefacts during odor stimuli, we added a second electrovalve to deliver
non-odorized air. This valve was in opposing phase with the valve that delivers odor stimuli so that the airflow sent to the antenna
was constant before, during and after stimuli. We still observed the inhibitory phase after the stimulus offset, indicating that it is
not a mechanical artefact.

Figure 2–Figure supplement 3. We first measured the spontaneous activity during a 15min period (black dashed lines) and
then stimulated the ORN with either 10pg (A-E) or 1ng (F-J) dose of pheromone. Blue lines indicate the firing rate as measured by
counting spikes in 20 s bins, starting 3 s after the pulse offset. Reddashed lines showadouble exponential fit. TheORNs stimulated
with a 1ng did not return close to their spontaneous activity within the 15min period (except for G). The fitter parameters are
provided in the tables.



Figure 4–Figure supplement 1. A: A: Schematic illustration of the model. See Materials and methods for details. B-C: LFP (𝑉ed)and the corresponding estimated receptor current 𝐼𝑅 (normalized, LFP changed from negative to positive). Dashed is the receptor
current smoothed with an exponential filter: 𝐼𝑅 ∗ exp(−𝑡∕10ms). D: The input current from C, used as an input the model can lead
to different time course of the somatic membrane potential (𝑉is), depending on the adaptation currents in the soma (E-F). In E,
no adaptation current is involved (𝐼ad = 0). In F, the adaptation current is calculated so that the somatic membrane potential
resembles the firing rate of the ORN. The adaptation current then changes the time course of the LFP (G).



Figure 4–Figure supplement 2. A-C: LFP in response to a 2 s stimulus. Each panel (color) corresponds to a single neuron pre-
sented several times with the same stimulus. Thin lines are the individual trials, the thick line represents their average. D-F: Firing
profiles of the three different neurons. Colors represent the neuron, as in A-C. Thin lines are the individual trials, the thick line
represents their average. G: Scatter plot of the first two PCA components of the LFP. Each black point corresponds to a different
neuron, while each of the colored points represents a single trial of one of the three neurons from A-C. The colored points are
always concentrating around one spot, indicating that the responses of each neurons are stable in time and do not capture the
heterogeneity of the whole population. H: Same as G, but for the firing rate profiles.

Figure 4–Figure supplement 3. The TTX treated ORNs (𝑁 = 7) exhibited similar LFP response shape as the control ORNs (𝑁 = 5),
including a peak in deflection towards the end of the stimulus, indicating that this slow deflection is not caused by the spiking
activity.



Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. A:Distributions of filter coefficients 𝑐0, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 and their mutual dependence. While 𝑐0 and 𝑐1 aretightly correlated, 𝑐2, responsible for the slow adaptation is rather independent. B:Higher amplitudes of initial LFP deflection (min.
LFP during 200ms stimulus) is correlated (Pearson correlation, 𝑝 = 1.5 ⋅ 10−4) with the peak firing rate of the neuron (calculated
with bw = 30ms). C: We did not see a significant correlation between the peak firing rate and 𝑐0 (Pearson correlation, 𝑝 = 0.097).
D:We saw a significant correlation (Pearson correlation, 𝑝 = 3.9 ⋅ 10−3) between the steady state-to-peak ratio (ratio of the mean
firing rate in the last 0.5 s of 2 s stimulus to the peak firing rate).



Figure 5–Figure supplement 2. A: heatmap of lasso regression coefficient values for different time constants 𝜏 and gamma
distribution shapes 𝛼. Blue indicates a negative value, red positive value and white is zero. The non-zero values concentrate
around several spots. Based on this analysis, we selected the time constants 1ms, 40ms and 800ms, which aremarked by crosses
in the heatmap. B: Three different linear filters: filter corresponding to the lasso regression, filter obtained from linear regression
with the three exponential kernels with the time constants 1ms, 40ms, 800ms and filter obtained from linear regression with
only two exponential kernels (1ms and 40ms). Note the difference with Figure 5E, where the filter with two kernels is obtained by
fitting a filter with three kernels and only then removing the slow component. C: The same filters as in B, but on logarithmic scale
to accent the differences between individual filters. D-F: Predictions of firing responses with the linear filters from B, color-coded
accordingly. Note that even though the filters with three exponential kernels and the filter obtained from the lasso regression
are obviously different, their predictions are almost identical.



Figure 5–Figure supplement 3. Prediction of LFP (top row) and firing rate (bottom row) using an odor transduction model
(Equation 4-Equation 5) combined with the linear-nonlinear model (Equation 1-Equation 2). The transduction model was fit
to the average LFP (first 400ms of the 20ms and 200ms stimuli) and the LN model was fit to transform the average LFP to
the average firing rate (2 s stimulus) (indicated by the dashed lines). Note that the model neglects receptor adaptation and the
sustained activity.

Figure 6–Figure supplement 1. The raster plots at the top show the spike trains of the 10 PNs in response to the unmodified
ORN firing profile (Fast input) and ORN firing profile smoothed with exponential kernel with 100ms mean (Slow input). The PNs
with the slow input also exhibit the inhibitory phase, but do not track the stimulus duration. The full lines in the bottom panel
show the PN firing rate averaged over 36 simulations. The dotted lines show the ORN input.
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